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Abstract 
In the 1980s, Harvey originated the key concept for the representation of multiple simultaneous activities with-
out violating the constraint of the 24-hourday – the "hypercode". This implements his conceptual innovation in 
the context of childcare, and suggests a means of graphical representation.  
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Harvey’s hypercodes and the “Propogram” –  
More than 24 hours per day? 
Andy Harvey has always placed himself just ahead of the research curve. He has undertaken 
innovative data collection and analysis across most if not all of the frontiers of diary analysis. 
Geo-coding, long duration (7-day) diaries, diary panel studies, real-time activity recording, 
analysis of activity sequences – all of these have been subject matters for his creative intelli-
gence, frequently well ahead of their emergence into the generality of the social science litera-
ture. I first met him at the IATUR sessions (though they were not yet so-named) at the 1982 
Mexico meeting of the International Sociological Association; he immediately gave me ac-
cess to the original Szalai data files, which were the starting point for the Multinational Time 
Use Study. (He also lent me five dollars, reminding me not infrequently of this until I had the 
opportunity to pay him back at the 1986 ISA meeting.) 

One of his earlier contributions, and perhaps the most important of his influences on my own 
approach to analyzing time diaries, was his treatment of multiple simultaneous activities. 
There are plainly just 24 hours in the day, and it is difficult to think of cases where it might be 
appropriate to sum primary and secondary activity to give more than the customary 1440 
minutes (though various of the country time use tables at the back of the Szalai Use of Time 
volume do have exactly this unfortunate characteristic). There are in fact two alternative ap-
proaches: either (1) ceding priority to selected activities, or (2) producing combination activi-
ties. 

Take the case of childcare in the lives of women with young children. Figure 1 shows the dis-
tribution of childcare – considering just the primary activity alone – through the days of 
young British women in 2001. Pretty continuous through the waking day, overall, not much 
more than one twentieth of the 24 hours. Is this a reasonable view of the part played by child-
care in their lives? 

This must be wrong. All of us multitask. Women, with their own lives to lead and small chil-
dren demanding various sorts of care and attention, must multitask more than most. Figure 2 
illustrates this phenomenon by ceding priority to childcare, in accounts of the day, irrespec-
tive of whether it appears as a primary or as a secondary activity. Childcare time immediately 
doubles, (though of course this is merely a variant representation of just the same set of diary 
records) becoming more evenly spread throughout the waking day. This is perhaps a little 
more recognisable as the experience of mothers of young children, but it still leaves childcare 
apparently occupying quite a small minority of their time. 
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Figure 1 
Women with young children, primary childcare 
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Source: Author's calculation, original UK data source. 
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Figure 2 
Women, young children, primary and secondary 
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Source: Author's calculation, original UK data source. 
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Figure 3 
Primary and secondary and co-presence 

 
Source: Author's calculation, original UK data source. 

Figure 3, which cedes priority not just to secondary childcare, but also to time spent in the 
presence of children, is in one sense the preferable representation, giving the correct impres-
sion of the dominant, the overwhelming, significance of child-affected activities in the lives 
of young mothers. Yet in another sense this picture is still quite wrong. Though it correctly 
shows the entire waking day suffused with child-related activity, it loses all the information 
provided by the diary about what else the mother is doing. 

Hypercodes 

Harvey (1978, 1984) tells us that this is the wrong way to go about representing multiple si-
multaneous activities. He proposes the use of the “hypercode”—in principle a multidimen-
sional (though in practise usually bi-dimensional) representation of the combinations as single 
complex activities (for a succinct discussion of this technique, see Harvey, 1984, 132-134; 
Harvey, 1983, 54-59). 
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Table 1 
UK women with children (0-4, 2001) – Primary acts and secondary and co-presence 

minutes per day Total  primary only 
secondary 
childcare 

other child 
copresence 

paid work 122 121 0 1 
unpaid work 237 56 44 138 
childcare 160 145 15 0 
personal care 606 533 14 59 
out-home leisure 93 32 8 53 
TV and radio 111 37 12 62 
chats etc 43 17 4 22 
other home leisure 68 26 7 36 

 1440 966 104 370 

Source: Author's calculation, original UK data source. 

Table 1 shows the same material but now in a much more informative hypercoded manner. 
The first numerical column “Total” is the normal primary activity “time budget” – in effect, 
the Figure 1 evidence integrated over the 24 hours. The final three columns are a tabular rep-
resentation of Harvey’s hypercodes, summing to 1440 minutes, yet still reflecting the full 
complexity of these young women’s lives. The first of these columns shows the 966 minutes 
in which no secondary activity and no co-presence is recorded in the diary – for example, 56 
minutes of domestic work with no secondary childcare, and no child-co-presence. More than 
half of these 966 minutes is accounted for by sleep. The second of the hypercode columns 
shows the minutes of secondary childcare, where something other than childcare is the pri-
mary—for example, 44 minutes of childcare coinciding with other sorts of unpaid work. And 
the final column gives the minutes of child co-presence that coincide with other non-childcare 
activities. The 138 minutes of child co-presence while engaged in other non-childcare unpaid 
work, added to the 44 of secondary childcare while doing other unpaid work, and the 56 min-
utes of unpaid work alone, sum to the 237 minutes of primary unpaid work time registered in 
the first column. 

We can represent these hypercodes neatly in two dimensions, in the form of a base-
proportional histogram or “propogram” illustrated here as Figure 4. Here the horizontal di-
mension, providing the bases of the activity histograms, represent the minutes in each of the 
primary activities of the day. The vertical dimension represents the proportions of each of 
these primary activities spent in that primary activity alone, in that primary activity combined 
with childcare, and in that primary activity combined with child co-presence (the cross-
hatched area in the childcare column represents childcare primary activity combined with a 
different childcare secondary activity). It preserves the essential 24 hour characteristic of the 
time budget, while presenting it in its full complexity.  
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Figure 4 
Primary activities and other childcare, mothers of children aged 0-4 

 
Source: Author's calculation, original UK data source. 

Andy Harvey has spent much of his professional life developing a protocol for collection of 
time diary material (see Harvey 1993, a fore-runner of the Harmonized European Time Use 
Study guidelines). In this work he has been determined to promote the collection of a full 
range of information in time-use diaries, insisting as a minimum on the necessity of multiple 
activities, co-presence, and location. His hypercodes are the essential conceptual basis for the 
tabular and graphical presentation of the complex evidence that emerges from the application 
of this sort of full diary instrument. They constitute the prerequisite for the advance of time 
budget analysis into the stage beyond that established by Szalai’s (1972) path-forming Use of 
Time text. 
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